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EDITORIAL
The Forgotten Word
is NOT ONLY a forgotten word. It is almost a naughty
I Tword.
The word is ought.

It is forgotten because we use it so seldom in respect
to our own actions. It survives primarily as we use it in
reference to others.
It is a naughty word because we expect actions to result from inward motivations which cause "want to" to
replace "ought to." So, if we must call upon "ought" to
determine our actions, we have serious questions about
our inner motivation or the worthiness of the object of our
action.
Within the past year I heard a speaker expressing with
evangelistic zeal the concept of proper motivation in industry. The efficiency and success of an industry is crucially
dependent upon proper motivation. Production could be
increased and the morale of all employees raised by inner
motivation. A "want to" would replace "ought to."
It is the same in the classroom. Learning is not to be
seen as a rigorous discipline to be pursued but an exciting
adventure in which one is caught up. If in the course of
his education less than acceptable work is performed by
the student, a proper and understandable reason is "I just
don't like that subject" or "That teacher doesn't turn me
on." In other words motivation is lacking.
This same philosophy has crept into Christian living,
especially where there is a strong emphasis upon experience. It is suggested that experience will provide the inner
motivation by which a "want to" will replace "ought to."
The logic goes something like this: There are four stages
of human behavior.
First—and at the bottom—are those who do as they
jolly well please. No moral restraint conditions their actions. Totally self-centered, only legal restraint, social
pressure, or the inability to realize their desire prevents
them.
Second, is that group who know that they should live
by certain standards and values, and indeed desire to do
so. They find, however, the struggle too intense. The words
of the Apostle Paul " . . . for what I would, that do I not;
but what I hate, that do I," is the picture of their lives.
Third, are those who have found strength and grace
to realize the "ought." The "want to" however is "double
minded" since there is the wish to fulfill the ought as well
as the want. The desire of the self is present with the
desire to serve God. Even in the face of this tension the
ought is often victor over the want.
The fourth—and highest—stage is the completion of the
cycle. We are again back to where we do again as we want.
Only now we want to do what we ought—and are able to
Batonga women at sunset going fishing with their nets (photo by
Lamar Fretz).
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do it. The phrase "Love God and do as you please" states
the principle rather boldly.
If you have come this far in this editorial I should
explain first of all that I have over simplified the subject
and secondly that I am not opposed to motivation either
in the factory, classroom, or church. I should hasten to add
that I believe in the reality of the "fourth state of grace"
where our deep subconscious desires are brought into
subjection to Christ and our love for Him causes us to
want to do His will.
But no business succeeds when each person's performance is based upon "want to" no matter how high the
motivation. Success in a profession is both a rigorous discipline as well as a high adventure. No marriage, however
fervent the motivation, will be what it is meant to be
if the word "ought" is missing from the vocabulary of
each party as it applies to his or her own life. No missionary effort succeeded without the "ought" in it.
There will never be real Christian maturity when the
"ought" is missing. No spiritual tide of a church will rise
(Continued on page seven)
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The General Conference for 1968 is now history. M a n y
were present. M a n y more could not a t t e n d . For a l l w e w i l l
be reporting on the Conference in the July 29 issue. W e
plan to have a w o r d from our Moderator, Bishop Roy Sider.
Pictures and reports w i l l attempt to recapture the inspiration
of these days.
I w o u l d be less than fair if I did not give credit to my
recent pastor, Norman Bert, for several statements by him
which served as a catalyst for the e d i t o r i a l .
I believe that there are many of us w h o share the
reaction of the author of our lead article w h e n w e participate in a prayer session. W e could hope that the reports o f
church l i f e — a t home and overseas—in the EVANGELICAL
VISITOR w o u l d enable us to pray more specifically and
relevantly.
Two of the articles in the Missions section of this issue
reflect the g r o w i n g role of the Bible training ministry for
pastors in the church in A f r i c a . Events in bur day both in
the church and in our w o r l d make the training of nalionals
for leadership an imperative. Here is a specific and relevant
need for prayer.
W e have heard and read about the concept of " E v a n g e l i s m - i n - d e p t h . " Our Director of Mission Churches reports
on this approach to evangelism and Brethren in Christ i n volvement. A news item on this subject is also included in
the News section.
There is considerable ferment in the area of c h u r c h —
government relations. CBS television recently devoted an hour
to the question of tax exemption for churches. The question
of prayers and Bible reading in schools keeps cropping up.
Federal and state aid to education is a live issue. There are
numerous news items in this VISITOR bearing on this subject.
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. and God Bless All the
Missionaries. Amen.
Gordon
THE MIDDLE of the prayer meeting I stopped praying
II Nknew
and started analyzing. What was really happening here?
this church had pledged its prayer support to the

missionary.
They had not forgotten to pray for him. But were their
prayers really making any impact on the missionary and
his work for the Lord?
"God bless the missionaries," I heard. Would this
change any specific situation?
Another prayed, "Lord, bless their education work."
Would such a prayer result in more pupils, more teachers,
better classrooms, better teaching programs? Or would
it help teachers to influence their pupils to become Christians?
One prayed the scriptural prayer "Send forth laborers
into the .harvest field." Yet "harvest fields" are specific
places. Laborers are individuals to be identified. Where?
Who? I wondered. Nobody prayed that any specific person would hear the call.
Effective praying for missionaries must be specific.
One godly man advises: "Start your missionary praying
with one man or one family—at most one society or one
field."
To pray specifically we must be informed about the
person and his work. Many churches get their information
from missionary prayer letters. They often get additional
information from the mission board's literature and by
direct contact with the society.
Other missionary-minded churches collect secular information as well. Their research includes maps and atlases
to show the country's location, its climate and neighboring
countries. Pictures and magazine articles give further facts
about the land and its people.
A letter to the missionary will bring more exact knowledge of his situation and his special needs.
Missionaries are eager to increase their prayer support. There is no substitute for it. Addressing an audience,
one missionary bowed her head momentarily. When she
looked up tears were streaming down her cheeks. "More,
much more than we need your money, we need your
prayers," she urged. "Please, please don't forget to pray.
Your money will be useless without your prayers. The
powers of darkness all but press the life out of us at
times. How I wish that I could make you see how much
we need constant, earnest, prevailing prayer."
Which questions to ask
How can we know the real, sometimes personal needs
of the missionary? Some are too intimate to relate with
pen and ink. A missionary may not have time to answer
letters promptly, though prayer for him is urgent. But in
most cases he is ready and willing to cooperate.
Gordon Chilvers is a free-lance writer living in Norwich England.
His wide experience includes reviewing for Christian Literature
Crusade in England, lecturing and preaching.
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Chilvers
Ruth Samarin, a returned missionary, advises, "Look
into your own heart. Except for geography it is the heart
of a missionary."
We must avoid praying for the non-existent missionary.
Missionaries are not superhuman people with special
strength. Landing in a foreign country does not make a
person more spiritual than he was at home. Says one missionary wistfully, "What sweet comfort it is to find the
few who realize that missionaries are human. Only a few
pray for me just as I am."
Missionaries need good health to work effectively.
They can be attacked by numerous diseases or by sheer
fatigue. Some countries still make tremendous demands
on a person's physical resources. As one worker said, "No
one feels good when the thermometer soars day and night
for weeks on end."
Essential travel on primitive roads makes journeys
difficult. Treacherous rivers add further perils.
As Congo and Middle East incidents have reminded us,
some missionaries live dangerously. Some rulers are wicked. Power, given or usurped, can be used wrongly. Missionaries need God's protection.
If the missionary is doing a vital work, the devil may
seek to paralyze him by sickness or fatigue. Esther Embree
counsels, "Ask the Lord to give him the physical strength
and fresh enthusiasm he must have to do his best."
The missionary needs prayer for mental needs. To see
available opportunities requires mental alertness. Concentration and diligence are necessary to master the language. A few mistakes could bring ridicule to the missionary rather than understanding to the people.
The missionary's social life is increasingly important.
He is a guest in a foreign land. Some countries are tired
of missionary work and are insisting on certain kinds of
workers only, such as medical or educational. Some are
closing their doors against missionaries by refusing to
renew visas or to grant new ones. The missionary must be
extremely careful in all his relationships with people in
authority. A few ill-chosen words or a tactless deed could
cause a ruler's delicately balanced judgment to become
unfavorable. Years of pioneering work then ends abruptly.
"Pray for me, that I do not make a simple yet vital misjudgment," one missionary implored.
Nationals may be unattractive to the western missionary. Their ways may exhaust his patience. Yet only by
genuine unflagging love can he win them for Christ.
Earnest prayer can help maintain the fervor of that love.
Above all else, the missionary must maintain and deepen
his own spiritual life. He may be in a post where he has
no fellowship with others of his own kind, no encouragement from church services in his own language. Yet he
cannot work effectively unless he walks close with the
Lord. He must know how to live on the spiritual resources
that God alone can supply.
He will probably have a lower standard of living than
friends at home. He may live in unattractive surroundings
(3)

and have to bear lack of privacy, yet he must show the
joy of the Lord and never grumble. Drawing daily on
God's grace alone can give success.
No guarantees to right decisions
He will have to decide about marriage, whether to
bring up his children on the field or at home, other personal matters that directly or indirectly affect his work.
He will make right decisions only as he receives God's
guidance. He must learn to discern this guidance in small
as well as crucial decisions.
As human beings, missionaries are attacked by fears
and doubts. When difficulties mount and success seems
negligible they are subject to depression. If others succeed
where they have failed, or appear to have better support
outside the country, self-pity or envy can raise its ugly
head.
Loneliness attacks when other missionaries are far
away and news from home is scarce. Friendships with
nationals may be difficult to make and sustain.
"Living in harmony with one another" is described by
one missionary as his serious problem. Differences of
temperament, education and theological views have to be
accepted and lived with. Christian fellowship is maintained only by yielding to others on nonessentials.
The devil will try to nullify the work by discouragement, by getting missionaries to oppose one another. The
missionary must know the joy and love and grace that
only the Holy Spirit can give. He must have the Holy
Spirit's power to guide, control and sustain him.
Ruth Samarin says: "The missionary's load can somehow, in God's plan, be made lighter if you commit him to
His eternal power as a fellow human being, with ordinary
human needs."
One missionary told me the prayer he most needs is
for "the training of natives." Without warning a government could eject all missionaries. On-going of the work
then depends on national Christians. To train them faithfully, especially those who are less qualified academically
or spiritually, requires much patience and grace. Discernment is needed to spot spiritual gifts that can be used
when nationals evangelize, teach the Bible, write, translate and administer.

We approach God with specific petitions. We come
to Him persistently with urgent requests.
We study the prayers of our Lord and the Apostle Paul
to guide our praying. We meditate on God's promises to
answer the prayer of faith.
What results can we expect?
Will the missionary feel the impact of such disciplined,
costly prayers?
Mary Waggover of Kenya writes: "Since our return
to Kenya we have already sensed the tug of prayer . . .
The water pump at the river needed attention. When Mr.
Lawton and Mr. Waggover went to care for it, they encountered a huge cobra coming toward them with head
spread and raised about two feet in the air. Mr. Waggover
spotted the deadly creature and called for Mr. Lawton
to jump into the jeep. The cobra shot off down the hill.
Later we learned that a sister had been awakened in the
early hours of the morning and, being alarmed for us,
she awakened her husband and together they prayed for
us. She gave us the hour. She was praying when the men
were at the river. How grateful we are that she was faithful.
"Other evidences of faithful pulls in prayer are manifest. God has abundantly blessed the work in Kenya. A
constitution has been completed for our African church
as a guide to this important outgrowth. The medical ministry has widened with our consecrated resident doctor,
saving lives. Through the tug of prayer Tenweck has
been granted a high school, enabling us to lift further the
educational standard. We have sensed the pull of prayer
for the Bible school. The large administrative building is
finished. A fine group of spiritual young people are being
rooted and grounded in doctrine. They will be the leaders
of the church tomorrow."
If you want to pray so it really counts, make your
praying specific, informed and intelligent as well as regular
and fervent. This kind of praying will make a difference
in missionary work.
Reprinted from World Vision magazine. Used by permission.

THE RELAXED HUSTLE
Alan J.
ow
to be free from the domination of
H
tension? Or, how can we learn to use tension in constructive, creative ways?
CAN WE LEARN

Here are some guidelines that have helped me in this
area:
(1) Maintain an adequate devotional life. Helen Shoemaker in the biography of her husband, I Stand by the
Door, mentions that Sam would spend at least half an hour
every day in Bible reading and meditation.
It took a long time for me to recognize the importance
of this discipline. I used to pray when I felt like it. This
makes one's devotional life dependent on his feelings. It
is highly dangerous, for it tends to limit the power of the
Holy Spirit by closing the door to adequate communication with Him.
The writer is pastor of the Stockwood Presbyterian
Trenton, N. J.

(4)

Church,

Hagenbuch
(2) Learn to say no as well as yes. Some of us bite off
more than we can chew. We take ourselves too seriously,
accept too many tasks, and before long we're on a merrygo-round that leads nowhere.
Often we delude ourselves that we are "doing the
Lord's work" when what we are busy with is "sound and
fury, signifying nothing." When was the last time you
had the freedom to say no to someone or something?
(3) Develop the art of wwking without seeming to rush.
Several years ago a woman came to my office to ask for
help with some problems. I must have had tension written
all over my face, and my mind was on other things. Finally
in desperation she said, "Alan, I don't know why I came
to x see you. It's obvious that you have more problems than
I have."
Often I hear Jesus say to me, "Slow down!" As I read
the Gospels I see how much He did in a day, yet never
get the impression that He was in a rush. Now I try to
follow His example, and I call this the "relaxed hustle."
Evangelical

Visitor

My soccer coach at Western Maryland College used
to say, "If you try too hard, you get tense; but if you
relax as you work, you can play much better ball."
(4) Take a long view. Every now and again I remind
myself, "Someday when you are in a wooden box, God
will still be bringing in His glorious kingdom." This helps
me to take the long view of Christ, and not just the short,
limited view of Alan Hagenbuch. Each time I come back
from summer vacation and find that the church didn't
fall apart while I was gone, I'm amazed! This is the kind
of egotism that creates unnecessary tension.
(5) Find time to relax. When I came to this little
church, I determined not to fail (note the I). I worked
seven days a week, and often every evening.
At last my wife said, "Alan, night after night you go
out and fix up other people's marriages, while you let your
own go to hell."
The truth hurt, but I heard God speaking to me
through my wife. I tried to learn to be a good husband
and father, and this meant taking some time each day
for my family, and if possible one free day a week.
(6) Be free to succeed or to fail. In his fine book,
The Freedom to Fail, G. Don Gilmore says that the essence
of the gospel is freedom, and that a Christian must learn
to treat success and failure as twin impostors.
When we realize that for us the most important thing

in life is not academic achievement, or material possessions,
or status in the business world or church bureaucracy, but
rather to be servants of the living Christ, then life takes
on a new dimension.
Of course one can be too lax as well as too zealous, but
by seeking God's will each day we can help ourselves to
remember that what matters is not what happens to us
personally, but what Christ is able to do in and through us.
(7) Recognize the right kind of tension. Jesus was a
trouble-maker, challenging men to make a decision for or
against God, and criticizing the religious structures and
traditions of His day. I think as individuals and as the
Church we must learn to participate in the sufferings of
Christ in the world without complaining and grumbling
when the going gets rough.
The Church must have a "lovers' quarrel" with the
world, both in terms of asking for a decision for Christ and
of challenging the social evils of our time.
This means there will be conflict as well as happiness.
We will have tension, but it will be the right kind of
tension—not the tension that comes from doing irrelevant
things, but that which results from using our vocations as
individuals and as the Church to ask rebellious men to
accept Christ and a rebellious society to live by His
teachings. There is no higher calling
Reprinted from Faith at Work.

Used by permission.

MCC, Ontario and the Heifers
The Mennonite Central Committee, Ontario, recently
sent twenty heifers for distribution to ministry units in
Haiti.
The MCC Unit at Grande Riviere du Nord, The Oriental Missionary Society, Cap Haitien; the Albert Schweitzer Hospital, Descheppel; and the West Indies Mission in
Cayes were the recipients.
Left: A view of typical Haitian homes where milk is a luxury
but sorely needed in the diet.
Left, below: Dave Graffenburger, the farm manager at the
Radio Station operated by the OMS, is shown with two heifers
donated to the farm.
Below: Children at the Albert Schweitzer Hospital where ten
heifers were received.
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The Role and Aims of

WANEZI BIBLE INSTITUTE
Luke L. Keefer, Principal, Wanezi Bible Institute
future of her existence and effectiveness. It is in
Tthisthecontext
that the Bible Institute must perform a special

A great number of our youth, after completing elementary school, suddenly find themselves in their villages
with very little by way of mental or spiritual stimuli. Can
they not be reached and helped? Yes!
role in the work of our church here. What is that role? In
The Mobile Bible School is our immediate resource. Bithis article we share with our readers what we envision
ble Institute personnel would use a mobile house unit, go to
that role to be.
village areas, and set up afternoon school classes for a
period of six weeks at a place. There would be one course
PREPARATION OF CHRISTIAN WORKERS
in Bible, one in theology, and one practical course. All
A clear, warm, personal experience of sins forgiven
subjects would be taught in Ndebele, and all local pastors,
and of having his heart cleansed from the nature of sin
evangelists, church workers, or other interested people
is the deepest need of every preacher or other worker. He
would be urged to attend.
must possess the power of Spirit anointing—in such a
The cost to the people attending would be minimal. The
meaningful experience that he will greatly want to help
unit would circulate from place to place and would conduct
others to a similar experience. It is the primary role of the
Bible Institute to teach how
follow-up work through corthe fullness of the Spirit can be
respondence courses. Some stuobtained and maintained. This
dents could be channeled to the
THE IMPORTANCE OF A TEACHING
must include teaching the stuBible Institute for complete
MINISTRY was realized by Jehoshaphat, in
dents to have meaningful pertraining.
the story as told in II Chronicles 17.
sonal devotions, to pray, to read
T h i s program could be
Taking away the "high places and groves
and understand the Word, and
started in 1969 with a qualified
out of Judah," changing the "doings" of his
to apply it to their own lives.
couple and a Bible school
people was not enough. Jephoshaphat sent
graduate assistant. Why not
The Bible Institute must
princes and Levites to confirm the revival of
serve in the nurture and trainproduce men and women who
religion in Judah, lest all be lost in outward
ing of the church where it is
will be theologically sound and
form and enthusiasm; and they "had the
found—in the village? Stronger
spiritually mature. Pastors must
book of the law of the LORD with them, and
Sunday schools, prayer cells, lay
be trained to shepherd every
went about throughout all the cities of Jumobilization for evangelism and
member of their congregations.
dah, and taught the people" (v. 9 ) . "Josiah
pastoral training would be some
To meet the needs of this day,
did well by causing the law to be read to
of the results.
certain people must be trained
such of the people as could be assembled at
for specialized areas of service,
Jerusalem (see 34:30); but Jehoshaphat is
such as urban pastors, chaplains,
IMPLEMENTATION
the only king whom we find sending inand some for ministries in pubTo
carry
out this envisioned
struction to their homes," says Irwin's Bible
lic and institutional fields.
and
enlarged
program, there
Commentary.
would need to be a personnel
With the widening of our
increase.
contacts with society, the Bible
Institute must teach how to disThe principal would admincern truth from, error. It must develop a strong theological
conscience and a productive spiritual tone in its students.
The living of a holy life must be held as absolutely
necessary for ALL Christians.
The youth of our church are being more highly trained
in school than ever before. Our pastors and evangelists
should be equally well trained—this or else lose a valuable
segment of our youth. This is the current challenge to the
Bible Institute in its outreach and program. Nowhere else
in our church's program is this specific kind of training
being offered. Think of the thrilling possibilities resulting
from three years' training and experience specifically in
preparation for the ministry!
HE SPIRITUAL

tenor of today's church in Africa prophesies

THE NURTURE OF THE CHURCH

It is the duty of the Bible Institute to help in the
nurture of the church itself. This means: correspondence
courses, short intensive courses, Mobile Bible School—all
should be used to help in-service pastors, evangelists and
church workers, as well as all interested Christians, to
become strong and useful.

(6)

Bible students at W. B. I. for a two-week course.
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ister Wanezi Bible Institute and spearhead special spiritual
conferences and village visitation.
A lady missionary would provide a contact link with
village mothers and female students in the school. She
would assist in the upper-level teaching load along with
supervising of the specialized areas of training.
Trained African men and/or women would teach both
Ndebele and English courses. Besides this, they would
carry responsibility in such areas as boarding and supervision of student activities.
A qualified couple would operate the Mobile Bible

School, develop correspondence courses and administer
them, and develop literature for use in the Bible Institute
program. Here a Bible school graduate could be of great
value.
The call is for us to invest money and personnel in
the building of a strong, capable and spiritual indigenous
church. The Bible Institute holds a major key to this program and deserves a place of priority in developing such
a church—God helping us.
"Except the LORD build the house, they labour in
vain that build it: except the LORD keep the city, the
watchman waketh but in vain." Psalm 127:1

Returning to Africa

To take charge again of
Phumula Mission Hospital,
R. Virginia Kauffman, M.D.

To serve in Zambia Bible School, Rev. and Mrs. A. Graybill
Brubaker. The three sons returned to school in Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
in January and are members of Youngways Hostel there.

Healing for Daniel
John Sider
(The June "Prayer Challenge" carried a request for prayer
for the healing of Daniel Hansdak. The Lord has taken him
beyond all sickness. Missionary John Sider's emphasis in this
article is notably a parent's concern.)

"WHY did Daniel Hansdak go to heaven?" asked fiveyear-old Mark, as we threaded our way back through the
busy bazaar today.
"Because he was a Christian."
"Well, Daddy, how can I go to heaven?"
"You must ask Jesus to take away your sins and ask
Him to make you a Christian."
I was thrilled by Mark's question, and I rejoiced as I
thought of the circumstances which prompted it. Let me
tell you more.
Daniel, a writer in the local court—that is, one who
helped the illiterate villagers who came with papers to be
written or read, had returned to the Lord and to church
fellowship just a year ago.
A serious illness hospitalized him for only a week. Just
the day before he died he told of his vision of Jesus and
the angels, telling those near his bed that he was enjoying
things so wonderful that they could not understand. Then
he lapsed into unconsciousness and died. Within a few
hours his body was washed, anointed with sweet smelling
oil and wrapped in a length of clean white cloth. Not far
from his home is the plot where he was buried.
Daniel's spirit had returned to #its Maker and we
thanked God for another soul safe in His presence. God
had verified His promise again, " . . . my Word shall not
July 15, 1968

To resume secretarial duties,
this time in the office of
Bishop Kipe in Zambia—
Miss Velma Brillinger.

return void."
WE MISSIONARIES are burdened not only that others
may come to hear of Christ but also that our own children
may accept Him. Stop now, won't you, and for a few
minutes pray for several missionary children whom you
know. Pray that in their lives we may see the fulfillment
of the promise that His Word shall not return void.

The Forgotten W o r d
(Continued from page two)
high enough and no program will be vital enough so that
the "ought" can be dropped from the vocabulary of the
members' responsibilities.
Christian living is a marriage of motivation and obligation; a combination of "want to" and "ought to." I find
this in the Gospels. There never was a question of our
Lord's desire to do His Father's will. But there are incidents
in His life when the "ought to" shines through. The writer
of the Fourth Gospel refers to His journey from Judea to
Galilee and states "He must needs go through Samaria."
Jesus tells the Pharisees: "these ought ye to have done,
and not to leave the others undone." He told the disciples
that men "ought always to pray." The garden scene is the
supreme example when His action was determined not by
what He wanted but what God wanted.
Ours is a time when permissiveness is the description of
our moral climate and happiness and comfort the essence
of so much that passes for Christian faith. In this context
it is urgent that we bear witness to New Testament discipleship by restoring the "ought" to the Christian vocabulary.
Z
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YOUTH
A Spring Festival
What!! A Spring Festival? Yes!! The Christ's Crusaders of
the Brethren in Christ Church in Carlisle decided to have
fun and at the same time raise money to support a Home
Mission project and to give to the Commission on Youth
for the Summer Service Work program. Four or five of
the youth got into a discussion around the dinner table
at the home of Youth Directors, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Barr,
which turned into a real exciting venture. Yes, a Spring
Festival.
Three purposes were stated, one: the idea of a family
picnic to help promote family month, two: entertainment
for the youth and their families and three: a way to raise
money for their projects. The first was easy, the church
families were invited to an old time family picnic, which
everyone enjoys. The second purpose was taken care of
by a home-made country fair. The youth provided booths
such as a Bee Bee Gun Range, Dart Throw, Sponge Throw
(youth were the targets), Pony Rides and other amusing
activities. A donation was requested at each booth to try
your skill and provided the answer to our third purpose.
$68.00 raised - $40.00 - Home Missions, Salem, Oregon; $20.00 - COY Project - Summer Service Units; $8.00
— to pay for the soft drinks which were given to everyone.
A good time was had by all and enough funds were
raised to support the youth projects.

Reaching Youth
If the gospel is to have a hearing among the great
nonchurch-going mass of young people today, these conditions will normally have to be fulfilled.
1. An environment will have to be created in which
Christian adults, mature and instructed people, can meet
youngsters on the basis of equality, mutual respect, and
friendship.
2. Christian young people must accept their responsibilities toward their contemporaries, especially in creating
and maintaining Christian standards and witnessing to
Christian truth.
3. An approach must be made which is honest, open,
and without strings. A Christian club should be known
as such and there should be no "hidden persuaders," no
attempts at coercion, and no double talk.
4. A genuine concern and compassion for young people must be sought and then maintained; not dependent
upon their attractiveness, but based upon the Christian
understanding of grace, and "for Christ's sake."
5. A patient, unspectacular process must be begun,
not insisting on quick results, but proceeding from understanding and involvement to dialogue and proclamation.
6. There must be no compromise of Biblical standards
or Biblical doctrine; no watering down of the gospel—and
nothing less than total commitment to Christ demanded
of young people themselves.
(Old Faith, Young World, David Winter, Hodder &
Stoughton)
(8)

Officers of the Carlisle Christ's Crusaders, sponsors of a Spring
Festival: left to right; Ray Hock, Vice President; Carla Lehman,
Secretary; Larry Winger, President; and Gail Lehman, Treasurer.
The head peering out of the canvas belongs to Scott Winger, the
target in the Sponge Throw.

Operation Teenager
"Operation Teenager" programs have been used in
many Florida high schools. In one of these programs, four
nameless inmates of Raiford State Prison told assembled
high schoolers how they went from being "A" students in
school down the path of robbery, car thefts, holdups, booze,
sex, and even murder to their present confinement in
prison.
One speaker was a former high school "A" student and
a regular church attendant until beer and liquor made
him a tiger instead of a mouse. He became a tough guy
and a hopeless addict. Finally, a conviction for murder
sent him to prison for life. To him, he told his audience,
"the most wicked piece of wood is the chip on your
shoulder."
Another said he began his career of crime at 12 or 13
years of age. "I am to blame for what I have become," he
said. He started with car thefts and was on probation
repeatedly. Before he started to steal, he was called
"chicken" and a coward by his pals.
The third young man said he began stealing from
store counters and out of glove compartments of parked
cars. He learned to lie and be deceitful. Finally, he shot
three policemen and was sentenced to 30 years in prison.
Now, he has learned that he lives in a real world and not
the phony one he made.
The fourth young man had a car of his own at 16. He
was a good athlete and went to college on a basketball
scholarship. He didn't like it when, as just another high
school graduate, he wasn't accepted as the "big shot" he
had been. He promoted some wild, all-night drinking
parties and was expelled. He was involved in a fracas
in which a girl was killed, and he is now in prison. "Now
I wonder, as I sit in my cell—what was I trying to prove?"
(Sarasota Herald Tribune, April 21, 1966)
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The
Pastor
as
Counselor

when people need to cease to think
TSunday.
of their minister as a person who just preaches on
Preaching is a vital and climactic expression of all

At times the cry for help comes through loud
and clear leaving no doubt that help is needed
urgently. At other times the call for help is less
obvious and may be disguised or oblique. Many
times the plea for help may not be definitely
recognized by the person involved, but felt or
detected by the listener. There is so much which
needs to be said in this area of human need by
way of giving encouragement to seek help early,
and also where to seek it. Perhaps the following
excerpts from a book by Wayne E. Oats will be
of encouragement and assistance to those who
should seek help in time of need.

Ministers have always been confidants of their people
in the intimate crises of their lives. Even though people
for a while began to turn to secular counselors rather than
to ministers, there is good evidence that this tide has
begun to turn.
Scientific techniques of psychological and therapeutic
counseling began to exert a vital influence upon the
minister's interpretation of his own role in such a way
that he is today likely to sense counseling needs quickly.
For these reasons and many others, people apparently are
turning to their ministers for personal counseling now in
a way not true in former years. People find in their minister the things that make him a helpful counselor.

flective wisdom. He weighs his words carefully, but once
they have been weighed they are spoken with conviction.
The minister, again, who is helpful as a counselor does
not give snap judgments about great life concerns. He
lays the matter to heart enough to talk to you more than
once, after having had time to sleep over the matter and
to pray about it. He may consult his Bible and other books.
With your permission, he may consult experts on your
particular trouble before he sees you a second time.
A helpful pastoral counselor does not try to be an
authority on everything. He knows his limitations and both
knows how and is not ashamed to call upon the help of
other skilled persons such as doctors, lawyers, teachers,
businessmen, etc., for the most help that his community
can afford you in meeting your problem satisfactorily.
The genuinely helpful pastoral counselor is not afraid
of you. If you demand of him things that are not for your
own best good, he is not afraid to refuse what you demand. If you ask him to give you a final answer on a
problem for which the only satisfactory answer is the
one you and he work out together through suffering and
effort, he will gently get this fact across to you without
driving you away. If you demand that he "barge in" uninvited upon some loved one of yours, he may tactfully
refuse to do so. If you threaten him with trouble in the
church if he does not conform to your demands, he is
still not afraid of you and will continue to respond to your
real rather than your imagined needs.
Obviously, then, the effective pastoral counselor depends heavily upon the leadership of the Holy Spirit and
does not grieve or run ahead of Him. This makes of the
pastor a man of good report, able, and filled with the Holy
Spirit. A third Presence is apparent in his counseling with
you. The pastor takes his place as a fellow sinner and
sufferer and seeker with you. His access to God enables
you with him to overcome sin, pain, and confusion.
Finally, the pastor is the faithful person who, representing the church, is there when you need him. He
symbolizes the whole church, and in a real sense the
church is there in his person.

WHAT MAKES YOUR MINISTER A HELPFUL COUNSELOR?

HOW TO SELECT A TRUSTWORTHY COUNSELOR

HE TIME HAS COME

that he has been doing in a pastoral service to his people
during the week. The late Prof. W. O. Carver of the
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary was once invited
to come to a church with the understanding that he would
do nothing but preach to them on Sundays. He refused,
saying to them, "Unless I took the people and their needs
to heart, I could not preach the sermons that they needed."
He felt that a "load of concern to pray over and ponder"
was a necessary part of preparing to preach.
This in itself may be a kind of threat to you. You may
fear that your pastor will refer to your private conversation with him in one of his public addresses. A personal
request that he keep your confidence will bring home the
importance of this to him. On the other hand, your greatest hesitancy in going to your pastor may well lie in the
fact that he is a close friend of yours and you value his
time and friendship in such a way as not to want to tell
him your trouble. But remember, your pastor can best
express his friendship by participating privately in your
deepest concerns. Do not let a shallow friendship stand in
the way of the real help that a genuinely deep friendship
with your pastor can afford.
THE ROLE OF YOUR MINISTER AS COUNSELOR

Several things characterize the minister who is a helpful counselor. He combines the strength and decisiveness
of a wise father with the gentleness and understanding of
a devout mother. He knows how both to be tender and
to be firm without being inconsistent. This is what we
call "the pastor's heart." It usually shows in the man's
preaching, if he has it at all, and can be sensed by the
distressed person more readily than by the carefree person.
The way the man preaches reflects a deliberate and reJuly 15, 1968

1. Who Sponsors Your Counselor? Is your counselor
sponsored by a permanent and recognized institution or
agency in your community? . . . ministers can be evaluated
as to their trustworthiness in terms of the churches that
sponsor them. This is one of the reasons why a person
more often can turn with trust to his pastor than to freelance preachers. The established pastor has been put under
trust to the whole community. His measures are likely to
(Continued on page twelve)
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"Practical Work"
for
Bible School Students
(excerpts from an on-the-spot letter by Fred Holland)
Food, drinking water, pots, beds, sleeping rolls, lamps,
suitcases, tracts, chairs, a box of books and toys for the
boys, and a small tent—we unloaded them all when we
got to Choma, that is we unloaded from the Sikalongo car
into the new VW Kombi from Choma Secondary—the car
we were to use for our week of practical work with the
Bible School students.
Arriving at Bombo about five in the evening, we had
our supper of stiff porridge, with one of the usual relishes,
and looked around . . . We had not known just how the
people would prepare for us but we found that they had
emptied a nice large classroom—with glass in the windows
and even a door that could be locked—and had put curtains on the windows. A 50-gallon drum of water stood
by and a big pile of firewood.
The teacher came and told us that they had changed the
school time-table so that we could have all the pupils free
for mid-day service. They had built a large grass shelter
for the services, arranged that we have evening prayers
alternating between one night in the church and the next
at a teacher's home where, after the service, we would have
tea together, also that they would be helping with our
food.
For all this forethought the three Bible School students
and we were truly grateful to God and to the people.
Our daily schedule ran thus:
7:00

Breakfast: soft porridge (corn m e a l ) , tea a n d
bread with jam.
7:30-8:30
Quiet time for the Hollands and the Bible
School students.
9:00-10:00
Bible study on the epistle of Jude in a
free discussion style. Prayer.
10:00-10:30
Discussion about how to have services
and lessons.
11:00-12:00- Time for each to prepare f o r his part in
the service — object lesson, choruses to
teach, or a sermon.
12:00 noon
Lunch—stiff porridge w i t h soup.
1:00 Church service.
2:30
Grace took t w o of the students and I took one
and w e went our separate ways to villages.
6:00
Stiff porridge with meat.
7:00
Prayers.

After prayers on Tuesday evening, we had tea at a
teacher's house. Drums were being played a short distance
away. The teacher said a girl was sick and the villagers
were trying to drive the evil spirit out of her. They
played and sang differently tempoed music in the hope
that one would appeal to the spirit; then the girl was to
get up and dance wildly until the spirit left her.
I asked whether we could go to the village. After some
discussion, one of the Bible school men, the teacher, and
I walked over and stood behind a tree to watch. We
couldn't see much by the light of the fire—except a circle
(10)

Rev. and Mrs. Fred Holland—in America since June's end—with
Philip, Stephen, and twins Michael and Mark.

of people moving around to the loud noise of the drums.
After a while we slipped quietly back to our own places.
I was greatly burdened.
On Wednesday when visitation time came around, my
fellow student and I started for the village where the
dancing had been. We found the women sitting around
a little shelter—sort of a grass roof on poles—and the sick
girl, looking gray in color, lying covered with a blanket.
After talking with them, I asked if they would like to
receive Christ. ALL responded that they wanted Him.
I told them that I had been there the night before and
that when we want to have Jesus in our lives, we must
leave Satan's way. I told them that I knew that this
unmarried girl was sick from an attempted abortion and
spoke of other things too. Then I explained what being a
Christian would mean.
All, the old mother and three daughters, wanted to
pray but said they didn't know how. I told them I would
pray, the Bible school man would say my words in Tonga,
and then they would pray them if they were in agreement
with what they felt in their hearts.
Well, I prayed in English and they all repeated it
before the student said it in Tonga! He said later he didn't
understand how they could do that as they didn't understand English. It seemed like a miracle. Then we felt
to pray for the sick girl. We did so and then left.
At each village we visited we found someone that was
really ripe to repent.
That evening the sick girl and the others from her
village were at prayers and they have come for every
service since. Praise the Lord.
Other victories have been just like that. In our Friday
Bible study and prayer time, two of our students asked
help to be sanctified. They really prayed through . . .
That night one preached on being filled with the Holy
Spirit and gave the other a chance to testify, closing the
service with the three students and Grace sing'ng in
Tonga, "The Comforter Has Come."
We are burdened because the people that have found
the Lord have no one to shepherd them after we leave.
What a need there is for trained, Spirit-filled pastors!
Our second term in Africa is finished, but the work
surely is not.
Evangelical
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"A church which bottlenecks its outreach by depending on its
specialists—its pastors or evangelists—to do its witnessing, is
living in violation of both the intention of its Head and the consistent pattern of the early Christians."

—Leighton Ford, The Christian
Persuader, Harper & Row, 1966, p.46.

Evangelism-in-Depth for Appalachia
Isaac S. Kanode
50 missionaries, mission executives, and
A
directors met in an Evangelism-In-Depth Seminar,
April 22-26, 1968. The Seminar was held at beautiful Camp
PPROXIMATELY

Nathanael, which is owned and operated by the Scripture
Memory Mountain Mission located on the banks of Troublesome Creek in Knott County, Emmalena, Kentucky.
This particular camp was chosen because it lies in the
heart of the Appalachian region in eastern Kentucky where
the Evangelism-in-Depth program is currently in progress.
The largest representative group present was from the
Christian and Missionary Alliance Church, with the Mennonite churches having the second highest number of
persons in attendance. Other denominational groups represented were Free Methodists, Nazarenes, Presbyterians,
Reformed and Lutheran. The Brethren in Christ Church
was represented by two members: Rev. Atlee Hershberger,
pastor of the Brethren in Christ Church, Knifley, Kentucky,
and Isaac S. Kanode, Director of Mission Churches. Other
organizations represented were Child Evangelism, Campus
Crusade, Wheaton College, World Gospel Mission, Latin
American Mission, and Asbury Seminary.
Evangelism-in-Depth has come to be a very familiar
phrase in missionary circles as evidenced by the wide area
of mission fields represented at the Seminar: Colombia,
Costa Rica, Liberia, Brazil, Alaska, Hong Kong, Nicaragua,
Philippines, Japan, Indonesia, Congo, Ecuador, Thailand,
Belgium, Vietnam. Many of these countries had sent
official missionary representatives to gain firsthand information regarding the program of Evangelism-in-Depth.
E / D was conceived by the late Dr. Kenneth Strachan
who was at that time Director of the Latin American
Mission. It was he who proposed the theorem, "The
growth of any movement is in direct proportion to the
success of that movement in mobilizing its total membership in the propagation of its beliefs." The total philosophy
can be summarized in four simple concepts:
1. The mobilization of all believers
2. The involvement of the local church
3. The unity of the body of Christ
4. Systematic matching of needs and resources
This concept of evangelism has been used successfully
in at least seven Latin American countries, and in more
than a score of other countries around the world. Churchmen of many areas are studying the possibility of its use.
The launching of E / D in 19 Appalachian counties of
eastern Kentucky was the first venture of this nature in
the United States. The program is usually spread over a
one-year period. For this area it was formally inaugurated
in September, 1967 by a number of local church rallies
throughout the counties. Efforts will continue until October, 1968 when they will be concluded by a series of
The term, "Evangelism-in-Depth" has been officially registered
with the U. S. Patent Office by the Latin America Mission.
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one-day mass meetings all across the area to climax the
E / D effort.
The organizational structure was developed on three
levels.
REGIONAL LEVEL-Board of Directors
1. Board chairman
2. One board member from each county—chosen
by county organization and approved by the
board
3. One board member from each denominational
or overall religious body—chosen by the religious body and approved by the board
COUNTY LEVEL-Chosen by county organization
1. County chairman
2. Chairman for each phase* of E.I.D.
CHURCH LEVEL-Chosen by local church
1. Church chairman (suggest pastor)
2. Chairman for each phase* of E.I.D.
3. Together form supervisory committee for
church outreach
*The 7 Phases of the program were:
1. Mobilization of Christians
2. Prayer groups in homes
3. Training in soul winning
4. Visitation from house to house
5. Church evangelism or revivals
6. Inter-church evangelism with churches cooperating
7. Follow-up for new Christians
APPALACHIA NEEDS
The Appalachian areas of our nation present a great
needy mission field—only about 10-15% of the people are
church members. For the past 60 years there has been
little progress in church growth. However, today there
are more churches per thousand population, than anywhere
else in the United States. This is due to the fact that the
churches are small and, many times, splinter groups. Even
if all the people were won to Christ the churches would
not be large. This fact only adds to the gravity of the
problem. Due to the fact that many churches have come
out of these splinter groups they do not fellowship together; in fact, many times ministers of the same denominations are not on speaking terms with each other, consequently few people are being won for the Lord.
When the early settlers first settled the Appalachian
regions they were pioneers in spirit indeed. Nothing but
a strong individual ruggedness could see them through
the rigors of the frontier life. The early settler even outdid
his Indian companion in adapting to the harsh environment in which he lived. The Indian disappeared, but the
Appalachian people lived on. Physical separation by steep
mountains and in deep hollows developed in individualism
which runs deep in the veins. The result is both good and
bad—an ally or an enemy to evangelism. Individualism
(Continued on page twelve)
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Pastor and Pew
Sanctification — Crisis and G r o w t h
JULY and AUGUST are the months of camp meetings
and spiritual life conferences in the several regional conferences of the brotherhood. Bible teachers and evangelists
will be addressing themselves with fervor, or what our
fathers used to call unction, to the biblical issues involved
in Sanctification and the Spirit-filled life.
Many readers of Pastor and Pew will be attending and
participating in the camps and conferences. In doing so
it is well to get some guidelines from the writings of others
concerning the Christian experience of sanctification in
its dimensions both as crisis and growth. This we do with
six pertinent quotations, five from spiritual giants of the
yester-years and the last from the pen of a spirit-filled
missions executive of the contemporary scene.
It is possible that one may experience a great crisis in his
spiritual life, in which there is such a total surrender of self to God
and such infilling of the Holy Spirit, that h e is freed from the
bondage of sinful appetites and habits, and enabled to have
constant victory over self instead of suffering constant defeat . . .
If the doctrine of sinless perfection is a heresy, the doctrine of
contentment with sinful imperfection is a greater heresy. . . . It
is not an edifying spectacle to see a Christian worlding throwing
stones at a Christian perfectionist.
—A. J. Gordon
In the life of the most perfect Christian there is every day
renewed occasion for self-abhorrence, for repentance, for renewed
application of the blood of Christ, for application of the rekindling
of the Holy Spirit.
—Dr. George Peck
W e never say that self is dead; were we to do so, self would
be laughing at us around the corner. The teaching of Romans 6
is not that self is dead, but that the renewed will is dead to self,
the man's will saying "Yes" to Christ and "No" to self; through
the Spirit's grace it constantly repudiates and mortifies the power
of the flesh.
—F. B. Meyer
If by sanctification we mean, not a sloughing off of remaining
depravity, but an ever increasing purity and perfection, then we
may hold that the process of sanctification goes on forever. Our
relation to Christ must always b e that of the imperfect to the
perfect, of the finite to the infinite; and for finite spirits progress
must always be possible.
—A. J. Gordon
God never removes any of His servants till they have accomplished the work H e has given them to do. Extraordinary talents
are not given merely in reference to this world. They refer also
to eternity, and shall there have their consummation and plenitude
of employ. Far be it from God to light u p such tapers to burn
-only for a moment in the dark night of life, and then to extinguish
them forever in the damps of death. Heaven is the region where
the spirits of just men made perfect live, thrive and eternally
expand their powers in the service and to the glory of Him from
whom they have derived their being.
—Adam Clarke
Do we want God to hear our prayers? Do w e want Him to
forgive the sins of our people and to heal our lands? God has
promised to do this and more, if we meet His conditions.
The requirements are so simple any one can meet them. Yet,
they are so essential He will work in no other way. They are
clearly stated: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall
humble themselves, and pray and seek my face, and turn from
their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive
their sin, and will heal their land" (II Chronicles 7 : 1 4 ) . Dare we
take Him at His word?
The first requisite is that there be a humbling. Sin, prayerlessness, and lack of concern must be confessed. W e must tell God
how we have let almost evervthing else crowd prayer out of our
lives. W e have been more ready to condemn the sin of others than
to weep and pray over it. W e sing and speak about prayer but
fail to intercede. Our spiritual life has been too weak to maintain
habits of prayer. Never has prayer really been first. The humble
admission of such failures along with a realization of need and
dependence is of prime importance.
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Secondly, if we want God to set Himself to answer we must
set ourselves to pray. If asked to testify about your prayer life would
you be embarrassed and have to admit condemnation over your
own lack of prayer? Do you have an established time for prayer?
A well-chosen place? Have you ever used prayer lists? Do you
really carry a prayer burden? How do you carry that burden?
When one considers how little most people pray, it is amazing
that God does as much as H e does. How many of our churches
are houses of prayer? Often the prayer meeting consists of a sermon
or a Bible study with very little time given to intercession.
Oh, the wicked ways of many who claim they belong to God!
How easy it is for Christians to grumble about the church and the
pastor rather than pray for them. How many spend more time
reading the newspaper than they spend reading their Bible? How
many spend more time talking on the telephone than they spend
talking to God in prayer! How many have more established television habits than prayer habits! Thousands sing about their love
for God, yet do not love Him enough to set systematic habits
for reading His Word. How many of God's people are sinning
against others by failing to pray for them—I Sam. 12:23! Saints
of God often have things of which they need to repent. What
wicked ways must we change before we can expect revival?
God's promise is sure, if we meet His conditions. There is a
price to be paid. Revival cannot be secured an a bargain counter.
An unseen and usually unknown price has been paid in prayer
for every great movement of God. It may even be that no soul
is ever saved apart from someone's prayer. W e can see a harvest
of souls, we can see the beginnings of revival if we meet God's
requirements. His Word echoes yet today—"If my people, which
are called by my name will . . . then will I hear from heaven."
—Dr. Wesley Duewel

Evangelism in Depth
(Continued from page eleven)
makes some of these folk strong predestinationists; the
feeling is very prevalent that God will save them when
He wants to. With this individualism is also a good quality
—hatred of hypocrisy. Often when a person is spoken to
about Christ, his response will be, "One thing I don't
want to be is a hypocrite."
The pace of change in Appalachia has beefi very slow.
As a result many of the people are prone to fatalism—a
hopelessness of the human spirit that sees no future and
rejects the claims of the Gospel. This fatalistic spirit also
reflects itself in the life of the Church—in the members'
transferring their thwarted hopes beyond the frustrations
of actual life. They have taken the gloom out of living on
the earth today by thinking of heaven tomorrow. They
have come to think of Christianity and retirement as
synonomous. A faith that brings joy and happiness now
comes to many as a surprise.
This is indeed a needy mission field. God has been
working miracles through E / D in Appalachia. There are
many obstacles, but by united prayer God can and will
break down these barriers and give a mighty ingathering
of souls.

Pastor as Counselor
(Continued from page nine)
be more conservative, but this conservatism is for your
sake as well as his. This is not a sure guide to dependability, but taken with other guides it is one index.
2. Has the Person Been in the Community Very Long?
The longer a person has been in a community, the more
likely he is to have been tested by the community and
entrusted with more and more responsibility. He is likely
to be the busier person, because more demands are made
upon him for his time. However, he is almost certain
to know other qualified persons whom he can recommend to you.
3. Has the Person Been Adequately Trained for His Task?
The counselor's basic educational equipment should be
Evangelical
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a much-used measuring rod as you choose his services.
This is particularly important in fields of service such as
medicine, the law, the ministry, psychological sciences. The
choice of a minister as a counselor should also be determined somewhat by his training in addition to the other
factors that cause people to have confidence in their
minister. You have a right to a pastor who has something
more than just good intentions in his equipment as a
counselor. You have a right to expect that he has taken
time and effort to get the kind of training that will make
him more proficient in dealing with the darker concerns
of your life.
4. Is the Counselor a Person of Basic Spiritual Integrity?
A person of basic spiritual integrity is one who is morally
sound, consistently honest, free from corrupting influences
and practices, and strict in the fulfillment of his contracts.
He has the moral grandeur of an independent spirit, thinks
his own thoughts before God, and has an inherent respect
for the sacredness of your personality. He treats you as
a person in your own right, and not as means to his own

ends. This is the kind of person whom you want as a
counselor. Naturally such a person is likely to be one
with whom you will feel most at home if he is from the
same spiritual community to which you belong. But, on
the other hand, people often miss the real help that persons
of genuine integrity and good skill have to offer because
they insist upon the counselor's belonging to the same
religious group to which they belong.
5. Has the Counselor Been Reasonably Successful in
Dealing with Other People's Problems?
6. Does This Person Promise Much and Do Little, or
Does He Promise Little and Do Much? One real indication of a quack is the extravagance of his claims . . .
the dependable and trustworthy counselor is likely to be
very conservative in what he promises, but actually accomplish more in the long run.
7. Can you Trust This Person Basically?
Wayne E. Oats, Where To Go For Help, (The Westminster
Press, Philadelphia, 1958). pp. 13-37.
Ontario, California

Cheap Funerals Aren't Necessarily Good Ones!
Virginia P. Rohrer
practices in our country have come under fire
lately as being cluttered with costly tradition. Morticians have been charged with emotional blackmail, as if
they were playing a joke against the bereaved.
I think there's another side to the issue.
"Show me the manner in which a nation cares for its
dead," said William Gladstone, "and I will measure with
mathematical exactness the tender mercies of its people,
their respect for the laws of the land, and their loyalty
to high ideals."
To the Christian, the manner of burial expresses even
more. It gives a public expression of Christian solidarity. It
is an act of congregational worship and provides opportunity for prayer and praise, readings and responses, hymn
singing, a sermon to speak to the living the way of salvation found only in Jesus Christ. It is a public confession
of victorious, triumphant faith.
The idea of submitting the body of a loved one to the
knives of researchers, to be eventually cremated, is to
dishonor the earthly tabernacle in which he spent his
earthly sojourn.
I agree with Robert Fulton in "Death and Identity"
when he points out that "the waning role of the clergy
UNEKAL

CHURCH NEWS
ALLEGHENY CONFERENCE
Rev. Paul Hill and two young persons from
New York City were present for the closing
program of the Antrim Bible School, June 16.
During the previous two weeks the Bible
school had raised $551.00 to help provide a
bus to transport children from New York
City to Camp Brookhaven.
The Mt. Rock congregation, Pa., dedicated
a piano during the worship hour, June 16.
"God's Word, Today's Hope" was the
theme of the Daily Vacation Bible School of
the Pleasantview congregation, Pa., June 1221. The average attendance of this morning
school was 64. Missionaries to India, James
and Doris Cober, were guest speakers in one
session. More than $100.00 was raised to
provide a new fence around the mission in
Brooklyn, New York.
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and especially the Protestant minister, is compounded by
a lack of awareness of the personal and social significance
of ceremonials." Life would be drab indeed without the
softening influence of traditional ceremonies we hold dear.
This summer my father passed away suddenly and we
were faced with the preparations of his burial. I thought
at the time what an unfortunate decision it would have
been to cut corners in funeral preparations. It would have
shamed the approximate audience of 1,000 friends who
came to pay their respects. The purposes of the family
would have been forever in doubt and we would all have
missed that beautiful service which will live in our
memories for a long time to come.
Let's look at death as meaningfully as we look at life!
Let's spend prudently, of course. This is stewardship. I
think I can state that death can become one of the most
meaningful experiences of life when the sands have all
run through the glass and the time for passage to heaven
has come.
In the July 17, 1967 issue of the Evangelical Visitor there
appeared an article written by Norman B. Rohrer entitled, "Let's
Fight the High Cost of Dying." Subsequent to the writing of that
article Mr. Rohrer's wife wrote the current article as a reply.

A Father's Day Breakfast was featured by
the Five Forks congregation, Sunday morning,
June 30. Rev. Burton Lange was guest
speaker.
In the Allegheny Echo, Bishop Ginder reports that the South Mountain congregation,
Pa., have completed payment on their parsonage and held a note-burning ceremony,

June 5.

During the Sunday morning service, June
9, in the church of which he is now pastor,
Hubert L. Stern was ordained to the Gospel
Ministry with Bishop Henry A. Ginder of t h s
Allegheny Conference officiating.
A unique feature of the ordination service
was the participation of four of six brothersin-law who are also ministers. These were
Paul Hostetler, Agincourt, Ontario; Graybill
A. Brubaker, missionary to Zambia; Eli
Hostetler, Jr., Massillon, Ohio; and David
McBeth, Grantham, Pennsylvania.
Pastor Stern is a graduate of Upland College and served, prior to his present pastorate,

Participants in the ordination prayer for
Pastor and Mrs Hubert L. Stern are left to
right, David McBeth, Paul Hostetler, Bishop
H. A. Ginder, Graybill A. Brubaker, and Eli
Hostetler, Jr.
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the Brethren in Christ congregation at Hillman, Michigan. Mrs. Stern is the former
Evangeline Hostetler.
In the afternoon the recently purchased
parsonage was dedicated. The parsonage had
been purchased from the late Bishop Jesse
Oldham whose family cancelled a portion of
the purchase price.
The Ambassador Quartette, Messiah College, furnished special music for the services,
and ministered to a capacity audience in the
evening.
ATLANTIC CONFERENCE
Christ's Crusaders of the Free Grace congregation, Pa., recently featured two tapes
made by VCS workers in Vietnam; one of
these was by Kenneth Keefer from their own
congregation. The boys told of the days during the Viet Cong attack when they were
virtual prisoners in a staff house and about
their later return to help with rehabilitation
and food and clothing distribution.
The Christ's Crusaders of the Cedar Grove
congregation recently gave an exchange program at Free Grace.
Father's Day was observed in the Elizabethtown Sunday School, Pa., by having Dr.
John Kreider, East Petersburg, Pa., speak
as a representative of the Council on Alcohol
Problems.
In a vesper service at Elizabcthtown, June
16, Rev. Earl Musser showed a film depicting
missionary life in Zambia. The Musser family
sang several numbers, and Amman Mweetwa,
student at Messiah College, spoke.
The Mastersonville congregation, Pa., held
a service of organ dedication, Sunday morning, June 2 3 .
The Junior-Senior Choir Program of the
Fairland congregation, Pa., took place Sunday evening, June 30. Appearing with the
choirs were a Trumpet Trio and The Gospel
Singing Minutemen.
Fifteen members of the Fairland Sunday
School were recently awarded
certificates
upon completion of Unit III of the Leadership
Training Course. Guest minister on Sunday
morning, June 16, was Rev. Daniel Chamberlain who will soon assume duties as Dean of
Messiah College; on Sunday morning, June
23, Rev. Eugene Wenger, Naperville, Illinois,
was guest minister.
The Manor congregation, Pa., received
seventeen persons into church fellowship,
Sunday morning, June 2 3 .
CANADIAN CONFERENCE
Nine young people of the Puslinch congregation, Ontario, were baptized, June 9, 1968.
Rev. Walter Kelly is their pastor.
CENTRAL CONFERENCE
The newly-established Rolling Acres Community Church, McMirmville, Tenn., received
ten members into church fellowship in its
first membership reception service, May 26.
The Vacation Bible School of the McMinnville congregation had an average attendance
of forty-eight. Pastor Gerald Wingert has been
elected president of the Warren County Ministerial Association for the coming year.
"Venture with God" was the theme of the
seven night Vacation Bible School held by
the Christian Union congregation, Indiana,
June 13-21. Forty-nine of the seventy-four
enrollees h a d perfect attendance.
News from Christian Union notes the death
on Jnne 9 of Charles Rose, Child Evangelism
Director for DeKalb County, Indiana. This
gentleman and his wife served as children's
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workers at Memorial Holiness Camp for the
past two years.
Pastor Louis Cober of the Chestnut Grove
congregation, Ohio, and Pastor Marion Berg
of the Sippo Valley congregation, Ohio, exchanged pulpits Sunday morning, June 2 3 .
A "Night of Music" sponsored by churches
of the Jackson area and featuring music from
various churches was held on the lawn of the
Amherst Community Church, Ohio, June 2 3 .
A dedication service for Sunday school
teachers and officers for the coming year was
held by the Bethel Community Church,
Cassopolis, Michigan, June 30.
MIDWEST CONFERENCE
Children's Day was observed at Mountain
View Chapel, Colorado, Sunday morning, June
9. The title of Pastor Keith Ulery's message
was "Beans and Other Things."
The Abilene congregation, Kansas, held a
service of installation and consecration of
Sunday School officers and teachers for 19681969, Sunday morning, June 23. Pastor Glenn
Hensel's message was entitled, "Moses' Formula for Sunday School Work."
PACIFIC CONFERENCE
The Upland congregation, Calif., gave
recognition to their four choirs in the morning worship service, May 26. In the evening
service the Chancel choir presented the oratorio, St. Paul, by Mendelssohn. Guest soloists
participated in the performance and a number of community folks were in attendance.
T h e climax of Choir Recognition came on
Thursday evening, June 6, with their annual
banquet.
The
children's
choirs
received
certificates and pins of recognition for those
who graduated. An interesting musical program was presented for the enjoyment of
children and adults.
Sponsored by the Upland Men's Fellowship,
one hundred and seventy-five men and boys
heard baseball player Albie Pearson tell about
his baseball career, particularly about his
commitment to Jesus Christ and the working
of God in his life. H e now gives his time to
helping teenage delinquents and dope addicts.
Chairman Fred Eyer was in charge of the
program.
TENT MEETING
Sponsored by Duncannon church, Pa., west
on Route 849; July 14-28, Rev. Dale Ulery,
evangelist.
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BAILEY—Lora Juwan, born June 2, 1968, to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Bailey, Elizabethtown
congregation, Pa.
BOWMAN—Angela Lynn, born June 7, 1968,
to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bowman, Refton congregation, Pa.
OCKEB—Marsha Arlene, born April 25, 1968,
to Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Ocker, Antrim congregation, Pa.
STROUP—Duane Allen, b o m March 8, 1968,
to Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Stroup, Free Grace
congregation, Pa.
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BYERS-WILES—Miss Ardith Wiles, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John A. Wiles, Chambersburg, Pa., and Mr. Dale Byers, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel Byers, Shippensburg, Pa.,
were united in marriage June 8, 1968, in the

New Guilford Brethren in Christ Church by
Pastor Marlin Ressler, assisted by Rev. Harry
Bert.
FRY-KNEPPEH—Miss Joyce Knepper, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Abner Knepper, Chambersburg, Pa., and Mr. Robert L. Fry, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Fry, Elizabethtown,
Pa"., were united in marriage June 22, 1968,
in the Messiah College Chapel. The ceremony
was performed by Rev. Marlin Ressler, assisted by Rev. Jacob Stern.
MARTIN-GIBBLE—Miss Donna Faye Gibble,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Gibble, Chambcrsburg, Pa., became the bride of Mr. James
A. Martin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Martin,
Chambersburg, Pa., June 1, 1968, in the
Antrim Brethren in Christ Church. The ceremony was performed by Bishop Charlie B.
Byers.
MENGES-BEINHOWER — Miss Ruth Naomi
Beinhower, daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Harvey
Beinhower, New Cumberland, Pa., became
the bride of Mr. Robert Emanuel Menges,
son of Mr. and Mrs. William Menges, Spring
Grove, Pa., May 25, 1968, in the Hanover
Brethren in Christ Church. The bride's father
performed the ceremony, assisted by the
groom's pastor, Rev. Paul Martin, Jr.
SHIFFER-BINGAMAN — Miss Earla Elizabeth
Bingaman, daughter of Mr. Ivan Bingaman,
Millersburg, Pa., became the bride of Mr.
Carl E. Sniffer, son of Mrs. Marie Shiffer,
Millersburg, Pa., June 15, 1968.
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BOWERS—Mrs. Esther Bowers was born
March 9, 1895, and passed away May 9, 1968,
after a prolonged illness. For many years she
attended Free Grace Brethren in Christ
Church, Millersburg, Pa.
She is survived by two sons: Melvin, Millersburg, Pa.; and Harold, Bronx, New York.
One sister also survives.
The funeral service was held at Hoover's
Funeral Home, Pastor Glenn Hostetter officiating. Interment was in Union Cemetery,
Rife, Pa.
FLOWERS—James Michael Flowers was born
to Mr. and Mrs. James V. Flowers, Elizabethtown, Pa., June 9, 1968, and passed away
the following day. Pastor Glenn Ginder conducted graveside services at West Donegal
Cemetery.
General Board Treasurers
Brethren in Christ Missions (U.S.)
Box 149
Elizabethtown, Pa. 17022
Brethren in Christ Missions (Canada)
Route 1
Stevensville, Ontario
Board of Benevolence (U.S.)
Musser M. Martin
Grantham, Pa. 17027
Board of Benevolence (Canada)
James Sider
Route 2
Petersburg, Ontario
Board of Christian Education (U.S.)
Paul L. Snyder
108 Stoner Dr.
Mechanicsburg, Pa. 17055
Board of Christian Education (Canada)
Paul Hostetler
20 Morgandale Dr.
Agincourt, Ontario
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Merger Creates The Wesleyan Church
The new Wesleyan Church was created
June 26 by the union of The Pilgrim Holiness
and The Wesleyan Methodist Churches. The
united denomination has a membership of
122,340 and a constituency based on Sunday
school enrollment of 300,000. The merger
service symbolized in pageantry the union of
the two churches as delegates and guests
marched into the huge Warner Auditorium in
Anderson, Indiana.
After the assembly repeated in unison:
"Lord of the Church, we are united in Thee,
in Thy Church, and now in The Wesleyan
Church," General Superintendents Paul F .
Elliott and H. K. Sheets pronounced that the
new church had been officially formed.
Following the merger ceremony about 4000
members and friends of the new denomination joined in an impressive Communion service to seal the fellowship. In the business
session to follow, the General Superintendents
of the new church were elected. They are:
Dr. B. H. Phaup, former General Superintendent, Wesleyan Methodist Church.
Dr. M. H. Snyder, former General Superintendent, Pilgrim Holiness Church.
Rev. J. D. Abbott, former General Superintendent, Pilgrim Holiness Church.
Dr. V. A. Mitchell, former General Superintendent, Wesleyan Methodist Church.
"Evangelism in D e p t h " Registered
For Exclusive Ministry
T h e U.S. Patent Office has officially registered the term "Evangelism-in-Depth" in response to a request by the Latin America
Mission which initiated the term nearly ten
years ago.
A Service Mark Registration Certificate was
issued May 14, 1968, in recognition of the
mission's exclusive right to the term for the
organization, promotion and sponsorship of
evangelistic campaigns.
CBS Scrutinizes Tax Exemption for Churches
Rich churches exempt from taxation might
be on a collision course with national, state,
and local governments straining under the
burden of mounting expenses. This viewpoint
was one among many on a telecast by the
Columbia Broadcasting System titled "The
Business of Religion," aired June 18.
The TV special delved into the sensitive
subject of the dimensions, advisability and
abuses of tax exemption for the nation's
churches and synagogues. The producer,
Palmer Williams, said the program's aim was
to put the whole issue into the arena of public
discussion and lift the cloak of secrecy that
normally has concealed the specifics of church
economics.
Government "gifts" to churches, the program declared, might run as high as $8 billion annually. The feature raised such questions
as whether church resources are adequately
allocated to the parishes of greatest need . . .
whether the staggering size of over-all taxexempt religious assets and income are husbanded in well-to-do communities or are
shared with churches in under-privileged
communities.
Canadian Presbyterians Boost Christian
Labor Movement in "Right to Work"
Resolution
,
Commissioners at the 94th General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Canada
voted unanimously in favor of a person's right
to work in freedom without coercion.
The motion followed commendation of the
Christian Labour Association of Canada "for
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fearless defense of workers in Ontario suffering loss of employment for conscience' sake."
The commissioners voted:
"That in this year, designated Human
Rights Year by the United Nations, we
affirm the right of all Canadian citizens
to work without coercion from any
quarters."
Gerald Vandezande, executive secretary of
the Christian Labour Association of Canada,
said his group was "profoundly thankful" for
the motion but predicted this endorsement
of the free shop will be denounced by AFLC I O / C L C trade unionists. He said the group
was already upset that Ontario's Chief Government Whip, Leonard M. Reilly, seeks
legislation to outlaw all forms of compulsory
unionism.
Parochial Aid Bill Signed into Law
In Pennsylvania
Gov. Raymond P. Shafer has signed the
private and parochial school aid bill, making
Pennsylvania the first state in the nation to
authorize direct payment of public funds to
private schools.
Many legislative and administrative officials
privately regard the bill as a "test" case device, especially in view of the relatively small
allocation of $4.3 million for one year of aid
to the schools which have an enrollment of
some 600,000 students. The great majority
of schools involved are Roman Catholic.
VNCS Administers First
Saigon Refugee Camp
Vietnam Christian Service has taken over
its first refugee camp in Saigon. According to
Dean Hancock, Program Director for VNCS,
this is the first time VNCS assumes responsibility for the full administration of a camp.
About 625 families or 3,500 people of all ages
live in the camp—a school in Binh-Tay which
is down by the river in the Cholon part of
Saigon. Except for a few Tet refugees, these
people are all victims of the May offensive.
A total of six thousand came to the school
during the first weeks of May. Half of them
were able to return to their homes after a
short time.
The Vietnamese Government supplies the
refugees with food: rice, canned fish and fish
sauce. VNCS daily brings in 1,200 loaves of
bread and also provides soap, clothing, social
and medical service.
Billy Graham Picture, Two A Penny,
World Premiere in London Hits Big Time
The Billy Graham Evangelistic Association's
first entertainment picture for international
release, T W O A PENNY, starring Cliff
Richard, had its world premiere in London,
June 20, at the Prince Charles Cinema on
Leicester Square to truly remarkable acclaim.
The gala, celebrity occasion, with eminent
church personalities, made history anew in
this historic capital. The World Wide Pictures' production in Eastman color was given
a standing ovation by the distinguished audience. Press and public alike have treated
this as a remarkable highlight of the London
summer season.
Uniquely crowning Cliff Richard's first
decade as the top, pop singing star of Great
Britain, T W O A PENNY brilliantly epitomizes
the Christian call to today's troubled world
in a way even the sceptics have had to notice.
Dr. Kinlaw New Asbury College President
Dr. Dennis F . Kinlaw, 46, who for the
last five years has served as Professor of Old
Testament Languages and Literature at Asbury Theological Seminary, has been elected
ninth president of Asbury College. Dr. Kinlaw will assume his duties on September 1.

Prominent Lutheran and World Council
Leader Dies
The World Council of Churches lost one
of its top elected officials with the death of
Dr. Franklin Clark Fry, 67, chairman of its
100-member Central Committee. H e died in
New Rochelle, New York, on June 6.
He had entered the hospital on May 23.
When he learned that he was "gravely ill,"
he offered his resignation as president of the
3.2 million-member Lutheran Church in
America, largest Lutheran body in the U.S.
Dr. Fry's death is a serious blow to the
World Council of Churches, since he was
to preside at many business sessions of the
Fourth Assembly, which opens in Uppsala,
Sweden, on July 4. He was preparing an
address to the Assembly at the time of his
death.
Supreme Court Rules Taxpayers Can
Sue on U.S. Aid to Church Schools
WASHINGTON, D. C. ( E P ) - O n e year ago
a New York federal court dismissed a suit by
seven taxpayers stating that a taxpayer's interest in a federal spending program was too
small to permit him to bring suit. But now
the Supreme Court ruling reverses that decision, opening up to taxpayers a broad-based
attack on federal aid to- parochial schools.
In an 8 to 1 ruling the high court held
that a taxpayer can challenge a federal spending program by claiming that it unconstitutionally violates limitations on Congress'
power to tax and spend.
Chief Justice Earl Warren acknowledged
that the attack on the education act challenged
the using of public funds for sectarian schools.
The First Amendment provides that "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof . . . "
The new decision would also pave the way
for legal attacks an government health and
poverty programs that channel aid to religious
institutions such a church hospitals. But it
was not clear whether the decision could invite attacks on other federal spending programs not involving aid to religion.
Supreme Court Upholds Book
Aid to Church Schools
By a vote of 6 to 3 the highest court of the
nation let stand a 1965 New York law requiring public school systems to lend textbooks to students in private and parochial
schools. This decision stated that the program
benefits students and not parochial schools and
thus does not constitute state support of religion.
The decree was deplored by advocates of
the separation of church and state but applauded by Roman Catholic school spokesmen as a "Magna Carta" in modern times.
The United Federation of Teachers said the
decision might lead to the increased use of
public funds for non-public education and
asked for an immediate doubling of public
expenditures to assure the continued functioning of public education.
Employees to Gain from Sabbath Ruling
Employers must accommodate their work
schedules to the religious needs of prospective employees who observe the Sabbath, the
State Commission for Human Rights in New
York has ruled.
Robert J. Mangum, commission chairman,
said the decision applies mainly to Sabbathobserving Jews. But the guidelines now provide that the burden of proving an undue
hardship is upon the employer who will have
to establish that his business requires the
services of an employee on the Sabbath.
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Jewish Seminarians Piece Together
MSS. for Microfilming
Like putting together a giant jigsaw puzzle,
a group of dedicated Hebrew scholars at the
Jewish Theological Seminary have been assembling thousands of fragments of yellowed,
withering paper for the past two years.
The fragments, uncovered in a secret hiding
place in an ancient synagogue in Cairo, Egypt,
trace the trade and cultural history of the
Near East for more than 1,000 years, from
836 A.D. virtually to the present. Although
each scrap of paper is the only one of its
kind, modern microfilming techniques soon
will make them available to scholars and
librarians throughout the world.
The historic documents are among thousands of rare books and manuscripts that
have been microfilmed at the Seminary on
upper Broadway here by University Microfilms, a Xerox Corporation library service
company.
51 EUB Churches Protest Merger,
Form Their Own Denomination
A Church-split which has been developing
for several years was finalized in Portland,
Oregon, when 51 congregations of the former
Evangelical United Brethren
denomination
formed the Evangelical Church of North
America with a membership of 6,500.
The churches were most of a total of 54
which withdrew from the United Methodist
Churches.
Lindsay Considers Service Charges for
Churches, Tax-Exempt Agencies
A plan to charge churches and other taxexempt institutions for water and other city
services is being considered by the Lindsay
administration. This was disclosed here by
Budget Director Frederick O. R. Hayes who
noted that about one-third of real property
in New York City is tax-exempt.
Mr. Hayes indicated that a charge is being
considered for water, garbage removal, sewerage and certain other direct services. He said
that under the heading of tax-exempt properties is included all the properties of the city,
state and federal governments.
Church Has 2,681 Pastors
For 4,002 Congregations
The Presbyterian Church U.S. (Southern)
has only 2,681 pastors to serve 4,002 congregations, according to information reported
at the General Assembly. It was reported that
72.4 per cent of the vacant pulpits "are
in the 1,717 churches of from 3 to 99 members."
Delegates recommended the merger or
grouping, wherever feasible, of churches having less than 250 members." They also recommended that laymen be trained for preaching
and pastoral duties and urged "vigorous
evangelistic efforts in these small churches."
Presbyteries (regional governing bodies)
were asked to insure that full-time ministers
be paid at least $6,000 annually and provided
living quarters, a car allowance, insurance
and other benefits.
Supreme Court to Hear Church
"Property" Case
The U.S. Supreme Court agreed to hear an
appeal from a Georgia Supreme Court case
which raises the question whether civil courts
can decide when a Church has departed from
its original doctrines.
In January, the Georgia court gave a decision in favor of two Savannah churches,
Hull Memorial and Eastern Heights, which
had withdrawn from the Presbyterian Church,
U.S. '(Southern).
The congregations said the parent denomination had departed from fundamental be-
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liefs, and cited stands on civil disobedience
and the war in Vietnam. Involved was the
right to property. The local churches asserted
title. The denomination had asked the Georgia
court to override their claims.
A rehearing before the same court was
denied in February. The ruling, in effect, said
that the denomination had not retained its
original tenets.
Soviet Believers Teach Bible by Mail
Courses in Bible and related fields are
being taught by correspondence here for the
first time since 1929 by Russian Baptists.
However, reports indicate the believers still
cannot have anything approximating Sunday
schools or other training programs in the
church.
The new teaching program was authorized
by the minister of religious affairs in late
1987. The privilege is limited to a two-year
course and to 100 persons. Some 300 people
from all parts of the Soviet Union have applied,
reportedly. The courses are intended to provide education for pastors and theological
students.
Israel's Christian Population
Increased by 1967 Arab W a r
Following the 1967 Arab-Israeli war and
the increase of territory under Israeli control,
the Christian population of Israel has risen
from 56,000 to 105,000, Dr. Zerah Wahrhaftig, Israeli Minister of Religions reported here.
In a statement to the Knesset (Parliament)
opening the annual and sometimes stormy debate on his ministry's budget, Dr. Wahrhaftig
said that 30 Christian denominations have
members in Israel and that the Christian population includes 2,500 clergymen, monks and
nuns.
Relations with Christian groups are "proper
and even friendly," he said, but "until now,
relations with the Moslem leadership in Eastern Jerusalem have been marred by political
influences."
Lutheran Minority Churches
Convene in Budapest
Interpretations of Scripture, world peace
and social service were among the topics considered by the sixth conference of Lutheran
Minority Churches in Europe in session in
Budapest.
One hundred delegates attended the meetings from most of the nations of Western
Europe and from Poland, Rumania, Hungary,
Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union.
Several sessions were devoted to the necessity for critical and scholarly Biblical research.
Papers were presented by Dr.
Eduard
Schweizer of Zurich, Switzerland, Dr. Hermann Binder of Sibiu, Rumania, and Dr. Kurt
Niederwimmer of Vienna.
Dr. Schweizer, a widely known scholar,
contended that Biblical research cannot create
faith but that it can assist persons in hearing
God's Word and, thereby come to a knowledge
of faitii. He noted that the results of scholarship have sometimes "shocked" the church
but that in such occasions the church may
be led into deeper faith.
53 Per Cent Polled Want Church
Silence on Social Issues
In a recent Gallup Poll, 53 per cent of the
persons interviewed said churches should

avoid involvement in political and social issues while 43 per cent felt they should speak
out on them.
The opinion sounding indicated a marked
change from a similar survey in 1957 when
public opinion slightly favored the expression
of church views on social and political questions. Officials of the Gallup Poll said the
civil rights movement and the Vietnam war
had intensified debate over the issue.
Why shouldn't the church speak out on
social issues? Three reasons predominated:
( 1 ) The first duty of churches is to comfort
the individual, ( 2 ) Ministers and priests do
not have the kind of background or training
needed to deal with social and political problems, and ( 3 ) Churches should concentrate
on raising the levels of religious belief and
practice.
Why should churches speak out on social
issues? Here were some of the affirmative replies : ( 1 ) Churches are morally obligated to
take a stand, ( 2 ) Religion pervades all of
life, and ( 3 ) Churches have as much right
to speak out as any other group in this
country.
Yeotmal Seminary Rejects
Qualified Applicants
Union Biblical Seminary, Yeotmal, Maharashtra, India, has received applications
from eighty qualified new students this year,
only fifty-five of whom can be accepted because of the shortage of dormitory space. The
student body will be increased from 95 to 125
for the coming school year.
'Vacationing' Doctors to Aid Needy
Approximately 160 doctors and dentists
from 20 states departed for a two-week work
holiday to aid needy people in the Dominican
Republic.
The benefactors are members of ths Christian Medical Society, donating their services
to aid 200,000 people in the province of
.Porte Plata where they will vaccinate some
20,000 persons in 60 villages with diphtheria,
typhoid, tetanus, and polio shots. With the
facilities of a 150-bed government hospital
they expect to complete approximately 1,000
eye surgeries and at least 300 major operations.
Civil Disobedience Seen by Methodists
As Citizen's Right
When citizens cannot get justice by legal
means, they have a right to disobey the law
and take the consequences.
The words expressed the official stance of
the United Methodist Church in session in
Dallas.
Referring to "stresses in our society" over
the Vietnam war, the continuance of racial
discrimination, the governing representatives
of the 11-million-member church declared:
" W e believe that in our time the interests of
our common life may, in certain specific instances, be served best by those who dissent
from the policies and actions of the government.
"We affirm the right of non-violent civil
disobedience in extreme cases as a viable
option in a democracy and as a sometime requirement for Christians who are to have
no other God than the God of Jesus Christ."
"In times of conflict," the delegate said,
"we are called upon to 'obey God rather than
men.'"

